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Can we Avoid Unfavourable Clinical Herb-Drug Interactions?
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Herbal medicines are traditionally used by all ethnic groups in folk medicine in a hope of promoting health and managing various diseases such as pains, cold, inflammation, heart diseases, and diabetes, although the mechanism of action is generally unclear and clinical efficacy and safety data are lacking [1]. The 2007 National Health Interview Survey including 23,393 adults aged 18 years or older and 9,417 children aged 17 years and under revealed that 17.7% of American used natural products mainly including herbs and other supplements. Herbal medicines are often used in combination with conventional drugs, and this may give rise to the potential of unfavorable herb-drug interactions. To date, a number of clinically important herb-drug interactions have been reported [2-6]. The question is how to minimize the occurrence of harmful clinical herb-drug interactions.

What and Why Herbal Medicines and Prescribed Drugs Interact?

Common herbal medicines that interact with drugs include St John’s wort, ginkgo, ginger, ginseng, milk thistle, kava, and garlic [2-6]. However, well documented herb-drug interactions are sparse and many of the observed herb-drug interactions are based on case and case series reports. In many cases, herb-drug interactions may alter drug levels in the body and/or cause adverse drug reactions which may be moderate or fatal. For example, St John’s wort significantly reduced the blood concentrations of cyclosporine, midazolam, tacrolimus, amitriptyline, digoxin, indinavir, warfarin, phenprocoumon and theophylline [6]. Common drugs that interact with herbal medicines include warfarin, midazolam, digoxin, amitriptyline, indinocyclosporine, tacrolimus and irinotecan [2]. Herbal medicines may interact with drugs at the intestine, liver, kidneys, and targets of action. Importantly, many of these drugs have very narrow therapeutic indices. Most of them are substrates for cytochrome P450s (CYPs) and/or P-glycoprotein (P-gp/MDR1).

The underlying mechanisms for most reported herb-drug interactions are not fully understood, and pharmacokinetic and/or pharmacodynamic mechanisms are implicated in many of these interactions [7]. In particular, enzyme induction and inhibition may play an important role in the occurrence of some herb-drug interactions. For example, perforin present in St John’s wort can activate the pregnane X receptor (PXR/NR1I2) and activation of PXR can lead to increased expression of MDR1.

The dramatic rise in the use of herbal medicine worldwide means that many more patients on conventional medicines are being exposed to herbal medicines. Thus, timely identification of drugs capable of interacting with herbal medicines is important to remind clinicians and drug scientists [9]. Existing knowledge advises us that many herbal medicines should not be taken at the same time with many other drugs that have a narrow therapeutic index. Strategies can be adopted to minimize the risks of herb-drug interactions in drug development.

To date, only a very small proportion of currently available drugs have been investigated for their potential interaction with a small number of herbal medicines such as St John’s wort and ginkgo, in humans. Thus, further well-designed randomized clinical studies are certainly required to gain new knowledge of herb-drug interactions when there is strong evidence from preclinical studies. The critical examination of interactions between herbal medicines and drugs requires the ability to accurately determine not only the presence of altered metabolism and transport but also the ability to quantify the extent of the interaction and clinical consequences in humans.

Since herb-drug combinations are often encountered in clinical
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practice and herb-drug interactions have important clinical and toxicological implications, a proper design of drugs that have minimal potential for herbal interaction has important implications in drug development [9]. If the drugs have to be used in combination with herbal medicines, in some instances rational use of such drugs becomes necessary, including the use of a safe drug combination regimen, dose adjustment, and discontinuation of therapy when toxic herb-drug interactions occur. When herbal medicines are combined with drugs with narrow therapeutic indices, monitoring of plasma drug concentrations and close observing of potential adverse effects are always needed. If these drugs have to be used in combination with the herbs, dose adjustment may be needed and discontinuation of therapy is necessary when toxic drug-herb interactions occur. Both patients and clinicians should be educated on the clinical significance of herb-drug interactions.
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